VULNERABLE POPULATIONS: CLIMATE CHANGE AND
EXTREME WEATHER THREATS FACING URBAN
COMMUNITIES
Kara Consalo*
This article explores increasing extreme weather threats facing American
cities due to global climate change, including hurricanes, floods, heat waves,
and wildfires. After explanation of such threats, the paper delves into case
studies of the response and resiliency measures being undertaken by three
preeminent coastal American cities to prepare for weather disasters: New
York, Miami, and San Francisco. The paper concludes by providing guidance
and recommendations for urban policymakers seeking to develop resiliency
measures in the face of long-term effects and short-term emergencies created
by climate and weather extremes. Such recommendations include how to
initiate and fund development of climate resiliency measures as well as
examples and best practices for developing resiliency and mitigation tools
for different extreme weather threats.
INTRODUCTION
Global climate change poses various threats to built and natural urban
systems, including through floods, hurricanes, extreme heat, and wildfires.
Such events can result in debilitating damage to ecosystems, vast financial
losses stemming from property damage and business disruptions, and harmful
effects on human health and quality of life. While climate change impacts
may strike anywhere, they are most felt in highly populated and densely built
cities, even more so in coastal communities.
Caused and exacerbated by rising carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CO4),
and nitrous oxide (N2O) levels in the atmosphere, climate change is not
expected to abate in the short term.1 CO2 levels continue to rise worldwide
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and, due to the longevity of CO2 in the atmosphere, its effects will last for
decades, if not centuries.2 Thus, urban communities must anticipate, plan for,
and mitigate expected climate change impacts.
This article will first explore the harmful effects of climate change on
urban communities, with a focus on flooding and heat events, and then review
case studies of the preparation and mitigation efforts of three large, coastal
cities in America: New York, Miami, and San Francisco. Each of these cities
is a member of the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities, a network
of communities seeking to develop urban resilience.3 Based on the hurdles
and successes demonstrated by these case studies, this article will present
recommendations for proactive steps urban areas can undertake to develop
climate resilience and mitigation tools in the face of more frequent and severe
adverse weather events caused by climate change.
I. CLIMATE ISSUES
Global climate change has led to more frequent weather events that pose
extensive threats to natural and built systems as well as human health and
quality of life. The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) determined that the hottest period of the last 1,400 years in
the Northern hemisphere was between 1983 and 2012.4 The United Nations
(UN) predicts the continuation of this global heating trend.5 Recently, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Goddard Institute
for Space Studies found surface temperatures in 2018 to be 1.42℉ higher
than the average temperatures of the twentieth century, with nineteen of the
hottest years on record having occurred since 2000.6 This research comports
with the findings of several other agencies, including the National Oceanic
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Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 22.
Urban Resilience, RESILIENT CITIES NETWORK, https://resilientcitiesnetwork.org/urbanresilience/ [https://perma.cc/UTF7-R3ZP] (defining “urban resilience” as “the capacity of
individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and systems within a city to survive,
adapt, and grow no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks they
experience”).
4
INT’L PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: SYNTHESIS REPORT 2 (Nov.
28, 2014) [https://perma.cc/TN6L-A8SU].
5
Id.; see also Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 25.
6
Global Climate Change: Vital Signs of the Planet – Global Temperature, NAT’L
AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMIN., https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/global-temperature/
[https://perma.cc/7L8H-HL3Z]; Burger et al., supra, note 1, at 83; VIVIEN GORNITZ, NASA
GODDARD INST. FOR SPACE STUDIES, RISING SEA LEVELS, FREQUENT FLOODS: EFFECTS ON
NEW YORK CITY NEIGHBORHOODS (Sept. 2019).
3
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and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).7 Such rising global temperatures
have caused, and are anticipated to continue to cause, more frequent and
severe droughts, wildfires, floods, and hurricanes; rising sea levels; and
extreme heat events.8
Longer and more extreme heat waves have adverse health effects on
humans, wildlife, and ecosystems. 9 Prolonged higher temperatures, paired
with drought conditions, also create a greater chance for ignition and spread
of wildfires—by drying vegetation and lowering the humidity, heat waves
create the ideal conditions for wildfires.10 Not surprisingly, the increased
frequency, duration, and intensity of heat waves has coincided with
significantly greater acreage of American lands burned during wildfire
events.11
Global warming trends are not limited to land. The upper seventy-five
meters of the ocean surface have experienced a mean warming increase of
approximately 0.5℃ over the last forty years.12 Increased ocean temperatures
have melted glaciers and polar ice caps, which in turn releases fresh water
into the ocean.13 This melting causes approximately two-thirds of annual
worldwide sea-level rise and disrupts polar ecosystems (as the size of glaciers
decrease) and aquatic ecosystems (by decreasing ocean salinity).14
7

2018 Fourth Warmest Year in Continued Warming Trend, According to NASA, NOAA,
NAT’L AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMIN. (Feb. 6, 2019), https://climate.nasa.gov/news/2841/
2018-fourth-warmest-year-in-continued-warming-trend-according-to-nasa-noaa/
[https://perma.cc/MV29-DN4Z].
8
Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 76; Jessica Merzdorf & Sara Blumberg, A Drier
Future Sets the Stage for More Wildfires, NAT’L AERONAUTIC & SPACE ADMIN. (Jul. 9,
2019), https://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/news/20190709/ [https://perma.cc/R47P-ZPZ5].
9
San Francisco State University, Potential Impacts of Future Heat Waves on Humans and
Wildlife, SCIENCEDAILY (Mar. 12, 2019), https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/
190312170757.htm [https://perma.cc/C94E-KXQR]; Climate Change Indicators: HeatRelated Deaths, U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY (Aug. 2016), https://www.epa.gov/climateindicators/climate-change-indicators-heat-related-deaths [https://perma.cc/UK5W-GBXU].
10
Brian Dunbar, NASA Maps Heat Wave Fueling Wildfires in the Rockies, NAT’L
AERONAUTIC & SPACE ADMIN. (Jun. 29, 2012), www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/fires/main/
usa/20120629-westernUS.html [https://perma.cc/ZJ64-B9YU]; Merzdorf & Blumberg,
supra note 8.
11
Climate Change Indicators: Wildfires, U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY (Aug. 2016),
https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-wildfires
[https://perma.cc/7CPK-VB2G].
12
INT’L PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, supra note 4, at 40.
13
Ten Signs of a Warming World, NAT’L OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.,
https://cpo.noaa.gov/warmingworld/global_sea_level.html [https://perma.cc/U6M2-9H8V].
14
Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 77; Maria-José Canseco Viñas & Carol
Rasmussen, Warming Seas and Melting Ice Sheets, NAT’L AERONAUTIC & SPACE ADMIN.
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As sea levels rise, so does the threat of storm surges and coastal
flooding.15 Studies of New York’s coastal areas indicate that inland flooding
has increased over the last century.16 Tidal intrusions between 1900 and 1993
ranged between 0.04 and 0.08 inches per year.17 Between 1993 and 2017,
tidal intrusions increased to an average of 0.12 inches per year.18 Similar
studies indicate that sea levels along the New York shoreline will rise by at
least another foot and potentially as much as two and a half feet over the next
thirty years.19 These predictions for the New York coastline align with
NASA’s findings in the Global Climate Change Project and the National
Climate Assessment, which reported exponential worldwide increases in sea
levels during the last twenty years and anticipates continuing sea level rise.20
Warmer oceans also lead to more frequent and stronger hurricanes. 21
When these hurricanes strike land, they can damage or destroy infrastructure
and ecosystems, resulting in extensive financial losses, loss of wildlife
habitat, harm to human health, and reduction in quality of life.22 Seven of the
ten costliest weather events in U.S. history were due to hurricane damage.23
(Aug. 26, 2015), https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/warming-seas-and-melting-icesheets [https://perma.cc/BWH3-9UQK].
15
Brian A. Colle et al., New York City’s Vulnerability to Coastal Flooding, 89 AM.
METEOROLOGICAL SOC’Y 829, 830 (Jun. 2008).
16
Id. at 840.
17
Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 25.
18
Id. at 27.
19
Id. at 28.
20
U.S. GLOB. CHANGE RSCH. PROGRAM, THIRD NATIONAL CLIMATE ASSESSMENT:
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES, https://nca2014.globalchange.gov
[https://perma.cc/P9E2-6WC3]; Vital Signs of the Planet: Sea Level, NAT’L AERONAUTIC
& SPACE ADMIN., http://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/sea-level/ [https://perma.cc/G84YDFN5].
21
Kazuyoshi Oouchi et al., Tropical Cyclone Climatology in a Global-Warming Climate as
Simulated in a 20 km Mesh Global Atmospheric Model: Frequency and Wind Intensity, 84
J. METEOR. SOC. JAPAN 259, 260 (2006).
22
Dianne Lowe et al., Factors Increasing Vulnerability to Health Effects Before, During
and After Floods, 10 INT. J. ENV’T RSCH. PUB. HEALTH 7015, 7018 (Dec. 2013);
Samiul Hasan & Greg Foliente, Modeling Infrastructure System Interdependencies and
Socioeconomic Impacts of Failure in Extreme Events: Emerging R&D Challenges, NAT.
HAZARDS (May 2015); Raffaele Marchigiani et al., Wind Disasters: A Comprehensive
Review of Current Management Strategies, INT’L. J. CRITICAL ILLNESS & INJ. SCI. 130, 131
(Apr. 2013).
23
David Muhlbaum & Michael Korsh, The Most Expensive Natural Disasters in U.S.
History, KIPLINGER (Jul. 1, 2021), https://www.kiplinger.com/slideshow/business/t019s001-most-expensive-natural-disasters-in-u-s-history/index.html [https://perma.cc/883793WU]; Hurricane Costs, NAT’L OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN., OFF. COASTAL
MGMT., https://coast.noaa.gov/states/fast-facts/hurricane-costs.html
[https://perma.cc/UB8N-E7ZH].
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Hurricane-caused infrastructure disruption also inhibits the ability to
maintain daily activities such as business, education, and government
activities. Human health and welfare are jeopardized when emergency
services and health/safety systems, such as first responders and waste and
sewage facilities, become overtaxed and unable to function. Beach erosion
resulting from hurricanes waves can have long lasting effects on the natural
functioning, beauty, and value of beach-front properties.24
II. WHY URBAN AREAS ARE UNIQUELY SITUATED TO BE HARMED
BY CLIMATE CHANGE
In the United States, 80% of the population (approximately 250 million
people) live in urban communities.25 Due to their dense infrastructure and
large populations, urban communities are uniquely situated to suffer disparate
harm from climate events. Further, many cities were developed in coastal
areas due to the historical use of water bodies as trade routes. The proximity
of such cities to coastal and inland shorelines makes them particularly
susceptible to rising sea levels, stronger tropical storms and hurricanes, and
greater flooding.26 Many of these coastal cities—such as Miami, Boston,
New York, and San Francisco—are major metropolises with more than one
million residents in the city core and surrounding metropolitan area.
The dense nature of development patterns and populations of urban areas
facilitates a much greater loss of life and property: one hurricane or flood
event can damage thousands of homes and businesses. Such storms can also
disrupt infrastructure, government and law enforcement services, and
medical facilities, rendering urban communities unable to provide sufficient
emergency services to thousands of residents following a climate event.27 In
addition, expanses of impervious surfaces in urban areas prevent flood waters
from naturally percolating into the ground, worsening flooding.28

24

Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 77.
2010 Census: Urban Area Facts, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, https://www.census.gov/
programs-surveys/geography/guidance/geo-areas/urban-rural/ua-facts.html
[https://perma.cc/SS9U-28Q9]; Merrill Singer et al., “I Feel Suffocated:” Understandings
of Climate Change in an Inner City Heat Island, 35:6 MED. ANTHROPOLOGY 453 (2016).
26
Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1, at 101.
27
Emergency Information, FLA. DIV. EMERGENCY MGMT., https://www.floridadisaster.org/
info/ [https://perma.cc/GH6D-GWLW]; Tatyana Deryugina, The Fiscal Cost of
Hurricanes: Disaster Aid Versus Social Insurance, 9 AM. ECON. J. 168, 173-74 (2017).
28
Hurricane Costs, supra note 23; Lynne Carter et al., 2018: Southeast, in Impacts, Risks,
and Adaptation in the United States: Fourth National Climate Assessment, 2 U.S. GLOBAL
CHANGE RSCH. PROGRAM 743, 760 (2018).
25
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In addition to extensive harm from hurricanes and floods, cities are also
uniquely susceptible to rising heat, winds, and other climate extremes. Urban
areas usually include a high ratio of impervious paved and built surfaces to
pervious natural systems.29 Thus, the mitigating benefits of natural cooling
shade from trees, natural water retention from green spaces, and other
weather mitigation of natural spaces have been lost or highly compromised
through urban development patterns.30 Urban “heat islands” are a direct result
of such building patterns: extensive paved surfaces reflect solar heat at
ground level while tall buildings block cooling winds, the combined result
being higher temperatures in urban communities than in nearby suburban or
rural areas.31
The heat island effect can result in urban temperatures ranging anywhere
from 1℉ to 6℉ higher than neighboring areas.32 This phenomenon is
particularly concerning for southern communities, which are already
expected to regularly experience dangerously hot days as annual global
temperatures rise.33 Extreme heat poses grave health risks to vulnerable
populations such as the elderly, those with pre-existing health conditions, and
those without access to adequate medical care.34 Extreme heat can lead to
dehydration, heat exhaustion, cramps, and strokes, as well as increases in
respiratory, cerebrovascular, cardiovascular, and kidney disorders.35
In addition to the pressure of protecting citizens from climate change
impacts, cities are often destinations for displaced residents of other areas that
have been struck by extreme weather events.36 Damaging events such as
hurricanes and floods, sea-level rise, wildfires, and intolerable heat
conditions can lead residents of one geographic area to leave their homes for
temporary or permanent housing elsewhere.37 The terms coined for these

Reduce Urban Heat Island Effect, U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, https://www.epa.gov/
green-infrastructure/reduce-urban-heat-island-effect [https://perma.cc/78U5-5NHZ].
30
Id.
31
Id.
32
Singer et al., supra note 25.
33
Carter et al., supra note 28, at 749.
34
Singer et al., supra note 25.
35
Id.
36
Daniel C. Vock, Climate Migrants Are on the Move, APA PLAN. MAG. (Jan. 1, 2021),
https://www.planning.org/planning/2021/winter/climate-migrants-are-on-the-move/
[https://perma.cc/GSA6-7NW7].
37
RANDALL ABATE, CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE VOICELESS: PROTECTING FUTURE
GENERATIONS, WILDLIFE, AND NATURAL RESOURCES (Cambridge University Press 2020).
29
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displaced persons are “climate migrants” or “climate refugees.”38 One recent
example of this phenomenon was the influx of more than 150,000 Puerto
Rican residents to cities in Florida following Hurricane Maria (with another
250,000 migrating to other cities throughout the United States).39
In fact, the Director of Sustainability of Orlando, Florida explained that
environmental refugees are one of the most significant climate change
challenges the city faces.40 Orlando hosted thousands of refugees in the weeks
after Hurricane Maria decimated Puerto Rico, many of whom became
permanent residents of the city.41 Estimates indicate that by 2050, the number
of global climate migrants could range from twenty-five million to one billion
people.42
Climate migrants require the same necessities and comforts of their prior
home: safe shelter, employment, social services, and family or friends of
similar cultural backgrounds. Urban communities, which are likely to receive
many climate migrants, must develop plans enabling them to quickly supply
necessities during a sudden population influx caused by a climate event.
Analysts predict that states such as Florida, New York, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Louisiana, Texas, California, and Hawaii will be some of the
most impacted by climate change weather events due to their coastal
proximity and location of major urban centers in low-lying areas.43 Thus,
cities in these and adjoining states must be prepared not just for weather
impacts on their existing residents, but also for likely population influxes
when extreme weather events strike nearby cities.
In addition to the damage weather events inflict upon manmade structures
and human populations, extreme weather also endangers urban-located
ecosystems such as coastlines, wetlands, and forests. Sea level rise, flooding,
38

Thea Philip, Climate Change Displacement and Migration: An Analysis of the Current
International Legal Regime’s Deficiencies, Proposed Solutions and a Way Forward, 19
MELB. J. INTL. L. 639 (2018).
39
Martin Echenique & Luis Melgar, Mapping Puerto Rico's Hurricane Migration with
Mobile Phone Data, CITY LAB (May 11, 2018),
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-11/where-puerto-rico-s-residentsmigrated-since-maria [https://perma.cc/C8KZ-NZBD].
40
Telephone Interview by Michael Camareno with Christopher Castro, Director of
Sustainability, City of Orlando (June 10, 2020).
41
Philip, supra note 38.
42
From Migration to Mobility, 9 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 895 (Nov. 2019).
43
Jim Dobson, Shocking New Maps Show How Sea Level Rise Will Destroy Coastal Cities
By 2050, FORBES (Oct. 30, 2019, 3:55pm),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jimdobson/2019/10/30/shocking-new-maps-show-how-sealevel-rise-will-destroy-coastal-cities-by-2050/ [https://perma.cc/3QGB-GHUX].
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and tidal intrusions can cause beach erosion and saltwater intrusion into
brackish and freshwater systems. 44 Ground and surface water systems,
including lagoons, marshes, estuaries, and underground aquifers, are
especially susceptible to such saline intrusions, which can harm aquatic
species and reduce freshwater drinking supplies.45 Both hurricanes and
extreme heat events pose significant danger to wildlife health and habitat.46
As the case studies below will indicate, protection of natural systems serves
the dual purposes of protecting wildlife and habitat as well as mitigating the
impact of weather events on man-made structures and infrastructure.
III. WHAT URBAN POLICY-MAKERS CAN DO TO MITIGATE CLIMATE
CHANGE
Many cities have already developed policies and regulations to address
climate change impacts. Some are retroactive, responding to weather events
that have already caused damage, while others are proactive in anticipating
more frequent and severe climate events that will affect their communities.
As with many problems, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
Thus, urban communities that acknowledge, study, and plan for the likely
impacts of climate change will be better equipped to mitigate and respond to
these events.
Examples of climate-readiness efforts in New York, Miami, and San
Francisco are discussed below. These cities have each studied the climate
threats facing their geographic areas, the natural and man-made components
of their regions, and the socioeconomic and economic forces within their
communities, to develop climate resilient regulations, infrastructure, and
plans. It is this author’s hope that urban communities seeking to develop
climate resilience efforts use the mature efforts of these cities as guidance.
However, it is important to note that climate change will affect different
geographic areas in different ways, and thus urban policymakers must study
the unique threats facing their communities to implement appropriate
resilience tools that are tailored to their community.
“Resilience” is the oft-used terminology for community efforts to prepare
for and mitigate a variety of adverse events facing modern society, such as
44

MIAMI-DADE CNTY. SEA LEVEL RISE TASK FORCE, REPORT ON FLOODING & SALT
WATER INTRUSION (Sept. 2016), https://www.miamidade.gov/green/library/sea-level-riseflooding-saltwater-intrusion.pdf [https://perma.cc/BL9F-9NXC].
45
See Rosenzweig & Solecki, supra note 1; From Migration to Mobility, supra note 42.
46
Extreme Weather, NAT’L WILDLIFE FOUND., https://www.nwf.org/EducationalResources/Wildlife-Guide/Threats-to-Wildlife/Climate-Change/Extreme-Weather
[https://perma.cc/G5J4-YVPN].
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cyber-attacks, health pandemics, and warfare.47 The term is also employed
when planning for the adverse effects of climate change.48 Climate resilience
encompasses efforts to plan for, mitigate, withstand, and quickly recover
from the effects of adverse climate events.49 The following are case studies
of three American cities that have tackled the challenge of developing climate
change resilience head-on.
A. Case Study: New York, New York
Located along the Atlantic seaboard, New York City is home to more
than eight million people.50 Its built structures and infrastructure, including
streets, water treatment facilities, power plants, high-rises, airports, rail lines,
and shipping ports, line 520 miles of coastline.51 The shoreline is expected to
experience sea level rise of one or two feet during the next fifty years,
resulting in extensive tidal intrusions, greater beach erosion, and more
damaging hurricanes.52 These adverse effects will impact both built and
natural systems of this highly dense and populated area. Thirty-three square
miles of the city, and approximately 220,000 residents, lie within the Federal
Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) estimates of the 100-year
floodplain (areas that have a one percent chance of flooding in any given
year).53 This includes businesses, homes, hospitals, airports, roads, power
facilities, and other significant infrastructure.54 As underscored in 2012, when
Hurricane Sandy struck the area and caused $19 billion in property damage
and forty-three deaths, New York City is highly vulnerable to hurricanes and
sea-level rise.55 In addition, the city faces more and more dangerously hot
days—currently the leading cause of climate-related mortality in the nation.56
47

EDMOND J. SAFRA, CENTRE FOR ETHICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, ROADMAP TO
PANDEMIC RESILIENCE (2020); Cyber Resilience Review, U.S. DEPT. HOMELAND
SECURITY, https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/sites/default/files/c3vp/crr-fact-sheet.pdf
[https://perma.cc/L6Z2-9CH8].
48
Carl-Friedrich Schleussner et al., Pathways of Climate Resilience Over the 21st Century,
16 ENV’T. RSCH. LETTERS 2 (May 2021).
49
Robin Leichenko, Climate Change and Urban Resilience, 3 SCIENCEDIRECT 164 (2011).
50
Quick Facts: New York City, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/
fact/table/newyorkcitynewyork,NY [https://perma.cc/VK64-EVQF].
51
PLANYC, A STRONGER, MORE RESILIENT NEW YORK 40 (June 2013), http://smedia.nyc.gov/agencies/sirr/SIRR_spreads_Hi_Res.pdf [https://perma.cc/N498-EANC].
52
Colle et al., supra note 15.
53
PLANYC, supra note 51, at 13.
54
Id.
55
GORNITZ, supra note 6.
56
ONENYC 2050, 7 A LIVABLE CLIMATE 6 (Apr. 2019), http://1w3f31pzvdm485dou3dpp
kcq.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/OneNYC-2050-A-LivableClimate-11.7.pdf [https://perma.cc/BJL9-T7CV].
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New York City is undertaking significant efforts to study, plan, and
develop resilience for the unavoidable reality of increasing climate changebased weather events. In the same year as Hurricane Sandy, the City
appointed an advisory team of academic and private-sector experts to serve
on the New York City Panel on Climate Change (NYCPCC). 57 The purpose
of the NYCPCC is “to provide an authoritative source of actionable
information on future climate change and its potential impacts to support City
decision-making . . . through climate analysis and integrated,
transdisciplinary assessment.”58 This group has produced a number of reports
and recommendations relating to New York’s present and future risks of sealevel rise, flooding, heat increases, heavy precipitation, and drought.59 Some
recommendations have already been enacted, such as installing flood walls
and berms, raising existing seawalls and bulkheads, and constructing
levees.60 There are also plans to construct streets that can be raised in areas
vulnerable to intense flooding.61
The City also developed a “New Green Deal” as part of OneNYC 2050,
an aspirational plan to make a variety of improvements to the built and natural
environments and quality of life for residents of New York City.62 The New
Green Deal includes steps to develop resilience to the climate crisis” facing
the City, defining “resilience” as having effective weather defenses, weather
event mitigation, and quick recoveries.63 The OneNYC 2050 plan is based on
expectations that the city will reach certain significant thresholds by 2050,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

57

a population of nine million residents;
an 11% increase in average annual precipitation;
a 5% increase in average annual temperatures, more days exceeding
90O, and longer heatwaves;
sea-level increases between eleven and thirty inches; and
more frequent “100-year floods” with greater flood water heights.64

PLANYC, supra note 51, at 1.
NYC MAYOR’S OFFICE OF RESILIENCY, NPCC CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 1 (2021)
59
Advancing Tools and Methods for Flexible Adaptation Pathways and Science Policy
Integration, 1439 N.Y. ACAD. OF SCIENCES (Cynthia Rosenzweig & William Solecki, eds.,
March 2019).
60
GORNITZ, supra note 6.
61
Id.
62
ONENYC 2050, supra note 56, at 7.
63
Id.
64
Id.
58
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The City has also taken steps to limit its contribution to climate change.
Its policies have reduced the city’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 17%
below 2005 levels and increased reliance on clean-sourced electricity by
27%.65 The city government has funded retrofits of 1,600 municipal buildings
for energy efficiency.66 The Retrofit Accelerator and Community Retrofit
NYC programs have resulted in five thousand private buildings undergoing
energy efficiency retrofits.67 Additionally, the city has provided economic
incentives to install solar power facilities that supply electricity to
approximately fifty thousand households and has implemented programs to
reduce reliance on gas-powered vehicles. 68 While these efforts may offset the
effects of worldwide global warming, only resilience policies (i.e. mitigation
policies) will directly prepare the city to withstand adverse climate impacts.
New York City is not undertaking its resilience efforts in an ad hoc
manner. Rather, the City has created a detailed index of planned efforts to
enhance climate resiliency, which includes biennial self-assessments of
progress made toward such goals.69 While the COVID-19 pandemic slowed
release of the 2020 self-assessment, the 2018-2019 progress report outlines
approximately fifty objectives designed to “strengthen communities,
buildings, infrastructure, and the waterfront to be more resilient”; the report
“indicates steady progress toward commencement or completion of each.”70
There are several large-scale infrastructure projects planned or underway,
ranging from stormwater and wastewater facility improvements, to wetland
and forest restoration and acquisition, shorelines enhancements, and
neighborhood-scale flood mitigation projects.71
The City has already completed projects to enhance wetlands by
removing invasive plants and introducing native plants; implemented pilot
projects for wetland mitigation banking; installed natural plantings on coastal
berms to limit erosion; and revamped its evacuation plans to address the
needs of vulnerable populations.72 The City is planning additional natural
mitigation, such as preserving and enhancing natural wetlands, forests, and

65

ONENYC 2050, supra note 56, at 5.
Id. at 7.
67
Id.
68
Id.
69
ONENYC 2050, PROGRESS REPORT (2019) [https://perma.cc/9BY2-GWRH] [hereinafter
PROGRESS REPORT].
70
ONENYC 2050, supra note 56, at 3.
71
Id. at 23.
72
Id.
66
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sand dunes, and planting urban shade trees, which will both reduce the heat
island effects and mitigate the effects of flooding.73
Projects are also underway to install armor stone shoreline protection
along Coney Island and Staten Island; raise bulkheads in low-lying areas of
the city; install backwater valves that limit drainage pipe flooding; and
enhance emergency shelters to be more accessible to those with disabilities.74
In addition, the City has developed temporary flood mitigation structures that
can be rolled out when storms approach. One example is specialized fabric
covers that seal subway entrances against undulation from flood waters.75
Several projects have been completed or are underway in partnership with
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, such as improvements to sand dunes and
natural protection systems, installation of berms, and installations of flood
walls on the Rockaway Peninsula, Newtown Creek, and Gowns Canal.76 The
city sought proactive assistance from FEMA to implement a mitigation
banking system for private developments that incorporate resiliency
measures. 77 However, limited support from FEMA has led the City to explore
other options for expanding mitigation credits.78
One area of the city that is particularly threatened by sea-level rise, and
thus at risk of tidal flooding and storm surges, is the financial district of
Lower Manhattan. Lower Manhattan is one of the city’s, and America’s, most
important economic hubs.79 To mitigate such threats, the City has invested
$500 million in flood mitigation efforts in the Manhattan Two Bridges,
Battery, and Battery Park neighborhoods (which account for approximately
70% of the Lower Manhattan shoreline).80 Along the remaining Lower
73
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further mitigation strategies).
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Manhattan shoreline, including Seaport, Two Bridges, and the Financial
District, the City is also implementing flood protection measures. One
auspicious project is the extension of the shoreline into the East River to
create a land buffer twenty feet above sea level, at an estimated cost of $10
billion.81 Other flood mitigation projects are planned for Red Hook,
Rockaways, Jamaica Bay, and the East Shore of Staten Island.82 Funds are
also earmarked for projects that limit coastal erosion in Sea Gate, Staten
Island, and the Rockaway Peninsula.83
In addition to large scale government projects, the City is encouraging,
incentivizing, and assisting resilience and mitigation efforts on private
property. For example, the NYC CoolRoofs Program funds the installation of
solar reflective roof coatings in the city’s most heat-vulnerable communities
to lessen the risk of heat-related health impacts and conserve energy.84
Targeted communities are those in which a significant percentage of the
population lacks air conditioning, such as Brownsville, Brooklyn, where
approximately 30% of residents lack air conditioning.85 Similarly, the Green
Infrastructure Grant Program provides funding assistance for privatelyowned buildings to design and install (or retrofit) green roofs to enhance
stormwater management.86 The City has also explored retrofitting private
structures (particularly residential and medical buildings) with floodmitigation measures, such as dry and wet flood-proofing, which can limit the
extent of structural damage caused by floodwaters.87
In particular, the City has focused on increasing the sustainability of
public housing, including weatherizing almost one thousand apartments,
improving on-site stormwater management, installing green infrastructure
(including an innovative sunken basketball court that doubles as a stormwater
retention facility), and implementing pilot projects to install solar electricity
generation on small buildings.88
New York City has recognized that rising sea levels and hurricanes pose
an immediate threat to its infrastructure, buildings, and natural areas. The
City has further recognized that such weather events, along with rising heat
levels, pose dramatic health threats to its residents. Thus, the City appointed
81
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the NYCPCC to study and recommend actions to enhance the city’s climate
resilience. Such actions include far-reaching infrastructure improvements,
resilience-based construction standards, improvements to natural areas, and
funding to lower income communities to assist with resiliency retrofits.
While funding the planned resiliency projects is expensive, the City partnered
with the federal government to fund improvements necessary to protect this
preeminent American city. These efforts are employed by the City at the
regional, neighborhood, and site-specific levels, developing several layers of
climate resiliency.
B. Case Study: Greater Miami, Florida
Located on the southeastern coast of Florida, Miami-Dade County, along
with its largest municipality, the city of Miami, is also positioned to be
adversely affected by rising sea levels, storm surges, flooding, hurricanes,
and dangerous heat levels. This area has a regional population of nearly three
million residents and measures eighty-four coastal miles.89 Much of this
population resides in densely built communities along the Atlantic coast,
primarily Biscayne Bay, and inland waterways such as the Miami River,
where threats of floods and hurricanes are acute.90 It is also one of America’s
southernmost cities and therefore faces increasing numbers of extreme heat
days and lengthier heat waves as global temperatures rise.91
Hurricanes are an especially significant threat to Miami. Thirty-four
percent of hurricanes that made landfall in the United States between 1851
and 2014 hit the Florida coastline, including Hurricane Andrew and the Great
Miami Storm, which both struck the city of Miami directly.92 As global
warming leads to rising temperatures in the Atlantic Ocean, threats of
89

Miami-Dade County Municipalities, MIAMI-DADE CNTY.,
https://www.miamidade.gov/global/management/municipalities.page
[https://perma.cc/6425-FZS5]; Quick Facts: Miami-Dade County, Florida, U.S. CENSUS
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florida/POP060210 [https://perma.cc/SH3T-KRA2].
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et al., Climate Change Impacts in the United States: Southeast and the Caribbean, NAT’L
CLIMATE ASSESSMENT, https://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/regions/southeast
[https://perma.cc/RHZ8-E987]; Global Climate Change: Vital Signs of the Planet – Sea
Level, NAT’L AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMIN., https://climate.nasa.gov/vital-signs/sealevel/ [https://perma.cc/33XQ-JWK4].
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Berry et al., supra note 90.
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Hurricanes to Hit Florida, Part One, PALM BEACH POST (May 30, 2019)
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increasing frequency and strength of hurricanes are a major concern for this
community.
Continuous sea-level rise further increases the threats posed by
hurricanes, flooding, and storm surges. Studies indicate that coastal sea levels
in and around Miami have risen four inches over the past fifty years.93 The
Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact’s Unified Sea Level
Rise Project for Southeast Florida study predicts sea levels around MiamiDade to rise another six to ten inches by 2030 and fourteen to sixteen inches
in the decades thereafter.94 These studies have been illustrated in a 3-D
modeling simulator, Sea Level Rise Building Impact 3-D Modeling, which
demonstrates the dramatic and far-reaching consequences of predicted inland
flooding on Miami-Dade’s built and natural coastal, riverbank, and other
riparian environments.95 The model also indicates that thousands of
buildings, dozens of roads, and vital infrastructure facilities will be
temporarily or permanently submerged as sea-level rise, storm surges, and
flooding worsens.96 These studies enable Miami-Dade and its municipalities
to identify a variety of threats posed by water intrusions and the areas most
vulnerable to coastal erosion, storm surge damage, tidal floods, saltwater
intrusion into fresh drinking water supplies, and flooding of septic systems. 97
Armed with the knowledge of where damage is most likely to be felt with
each incremental increase in sea level rise, Miami-Dade has planned in a
targeted and proactive manner.
There are several long-standing city and county regulations and programs
that can be appropriated to mitigate climate change impacts. For example, the
Miami-Dade County government has well-developed tree protection
regulations that include elevated protections for mangrove trees. In general,
trees protect inland areas from erosion due to their extensive root systems,
which hold soil in place and provide shade that offsets rising heat levels.98
Mangrove trees are of particular value in coastal areas because of their ability
Berry et al., supra note 90; Global Climate Change: Vital Signs of the Planet – Sea
Level, supra note 90.
94
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FLORIDA: 2019 UPDATE (2019).
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to reduce the energy impacts of storm surges and hurricane-enhanced
waves.99 One study of the beneficial impact of mangroves after Hurricane
Wilma indicated a 20% offset to wave energy for every three hundred feet of
mangrove forest.100
Miami-Dade’s tree regulations are highly detailed and descriptive in their
requirements to protect its tree stocks. It is illegal to undertake any tree
removal work or to “effectively destroy” any understory in a natural forest
community without a permit.101 When trees are authorized for removal,
specified replacement trees must be planted in accordance with codified
standards, including that any natural forest community understory tree be
replaced by native pine land species.102 Further, if a permit is granted to
remove understory trees, the regulations require that the permit holder wait
fifteen days before removal to allow third parties to salvage native plant
materials.103 Replacement standards also restrict planting any listed
“controlled plants” within 500 feet of native plant communities.104 Mangrove
trees have additional protections from cutting, pruning, and other forms of
alteration absent a permit.105
In addition to tree protections, Miami-Dade has regulations that protect
wetlands and flood-prone forests. Among these are prohibitions against
dredging or filling of any tidal waters, submerged bay land, wetlands, or any
other action which would result in “harmful obstruction or alteration of the
natural flow of surface waters” without obtaining a permit.106
Supplementing its regulations, Miami-Dade also has several programs to
encourage and fund the protection of vegetation and forests. The
Environmentally Endangered Lands (EEL) and Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) programs are designed to preserve shoreline
vegetation through the acquisition, preservation, and management of
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ecologically important lands.107 The programs are funded by the Florida
Water and Land Conservation Initiative; revenue was sufficient to fund the
Acquisition Trust Fund for both state- and county-owned lands in MiamiDade.108
The EEL program and its associated financial trust were established to
acquire, restore, and preserve “natural forest or wetland communities, native
plant communities, rare and endangered flora, and fauna, endemic species,
endangered species habitat, a diversity of species, or outstanding geologic or
other natural features, or that land which functions as an integral and
sustaining components of an existing ecosystem.”109 While climate change
resilience is not specifically listed as a purpose of the EEL program, the
associated funds have been used to purchase more than 24,000 acres of
environmentally endangered land–one of the goals of Miami-Dade’s
resiliency efforts.110 In fact, in recent years Miami-Dade has focused EEL
funding on maintaining contiguity of mangrove forests.111
The ACEC program also seeks to preserve valuable natural lands.112 Like
the EEL program, climate change mitigation is not mentioned specifically as
a reason for such preservation efforts. However, the ACEC program is
designed to protect current and future residents' health, safety, and welfare;
thus, it can and has been used to address climate change impacts affecting
Miami-Dade residents.
The ACEC program has been especially active regarding Florida
Everglades restoration. The easternmost portion of the Everglades is located
within the jurisdictional boundaries of Miami-Dade and has been designated
as an ACEC.113 This designation is based in part upon the need to maintain
and preserve the Everglades flood storage capacity, which serves to limit
flooding within other areas of the county during hurricanes and floods.114
Additionally, the Everglades watershed protects freshwater sources from
saltwater intrusion during ocean flooding events.115 Finally, the water flow
107
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and water storage supported by a healthy Everglades ecosystem reduces the
threat of wildfires in southeast Florida during drought and heat conditions.116
As an ACEC, the Eastern Everglades is protected through a series of zoning
and construction restrictions; local property owners obtain transferable
development rights to other parts of Miami-Dade County.117
In addition to EEL and ACEC funding sources, natural coastal areas are
protected through the Biscayne Bay Shoreline Development Review
Program. The goals of this planning-based program do not specifically
reference extreme weather mitigation.118 However, the shoreline
development review strives to protect coastal sand dunes, vegetation, and
mangrove forests.119 These natural ecosystems serve a beneficial role in
protecting Miami-Dade from sea level rise, storm surge, and hurricane
impacts.120 Shoreline Development Action Review implements protective
requirements, such as minimum shoreline setbacks for coastal development,
including a setback of twenty-five feet for small buildings and thirty-five to
seventy-five feet for large structures (as measured from bulkheads, seawalls,
or the mean high water line).121 These building setbacks ensure that sand
dunes and coastal vegetation within the setbacks are undisturbed by
construction activities and remain intact to offset storm surges, floods, and
hurricanes.
The foregoing regulations and programs have been in place for many
years and, although flexible enough to be used for climate change mitigation,
were not originally enacted to address climate change or its impacts. To focus
attention on climate resiliency, Miami-Dade created an Office of Resilience
that oversees numerous climate initiatives, including Sea Level Rise
programs.122 The office collaborates with the cities of Miami and MiamiBeach on climate resiliency measures.123
In 2013, recognizing the need to plan for “unavoidable” rising sea levels,
the Miami-Dade County Commission created the Sea Level Rise Task Force
116
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to explore and plan for the effects of sea-level rise on its built environment,
natural environment, economy, and community.124 The task force
recommended a variety of policy actions, which were passed as seven
resolutions by the County Commission in 2015.125 The resolutions addressed
numerous resilience actions to be undertaken by the County, including
adaptation actions, flooding and saltwater intrusion prevention, protection of
environmentally endangered lands, capital investments, and insurance and
risk management.126 These resolutions reflect the government’s intent to
foster the community’s ability to “live with water” rather than continue to
assume water bodies can be stabilized and contained.127
The state of Florida recommended that coastal communities create
“Adaptation Areas” for communities at risk of floods, storm surges, and other
sea-level rise impacts.128 Miami-Dade’s resolutions to prepare for stronger
storms and rising sea levels contemplates utilizing managed natural systems
and improvements to man-made infrastructure. Government staff have
proposed various adaptive measures that can be scaled to the regional,
neighborhood, block, and site levels.129 The first adaptive measures were
simple monitoring and operational changes designed to reduce flooding and
saltwater intrusion.130 Longer-term adaptive strategies are based on setting
anticipated hydrologic thresholds and planning for natural and infrastructure
improvements to address the problems as these thresholds are met.131
Natural adaptive measures include preserving interconnected wetlands
and native forests (particularly mangrove forests) to absorb and clean flood
waters; preserving and restoring higher, wider, and interconnected sand
dunes and sea grass beds to limit the extent of inland flooding and limit
erosion; protecting coral reefs to limit the impact of storm surges; and
executing beach renourishment projects.132
Planned regional structural adaptations include elevation of critical
evacuation routes above anticipated flood levels; wide-scale closure of septic
systems and increased connections to the sanitary sewer systems; enhanced
MAYOR’S RESPONSE, supra note 100; Bd. of Cnty. Comm’rs, R-44-15, R-47-15
(Miami-Dade Oct. 6, 2015).
125
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pump capacities; additional stormwater collection and impoundment
systems; installation of backflow preventers to restrict seawater from entering
stormwater systems; re-engineered canals; use of porous paving materials
and elevated bulkheads; filling certain low-level areas; construction of flood
barriers; and enhancement of pervious surfaces.133
Site-based structural adaptive measures include elevating parking
facilities, mechanical systems, and buildings and/or finished floor areas;
incorporating flood-proofing in critical facilities and in high-risk areas; using
larger swales; and increasing on-site infiltration systems.134 Some adaptive
measures may incorporate both natural and structural elements, such as green
or garden roofs, rain gardens, and dredge and fill activities to direct flood or
storm surge waters.135
Miami-Dade anticipates forging intergovernmental and community
partnerships to increase the impact of its adaptive actions, including with the
South Florida Water Management District, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the Nature Conservancy, other conservation organizations, and
various universities. Through such partnerships, Miami-Dade has secured
additional expertise, personnel, and funding. For example, the South Florida
Water Management District (SFWMD), an independent state agency, has
undertaken planning and construction activities related to flood containment
and water supply planning within Miami-Dade.136 The SFWMD built a series
of canals, levees, water storage facilities, and pump stations to assist MiamiDade with flooding and protecting fresh drinking water supplies. 137 The
SFWMD has also installed forward pumps to drain flood waters near the
Miami International Airport and a water impoundment reservoir in the
western part of the county to drain highly urbanized areas. 138
Miami-Dade has also partnered with the Urban Land Institute, Citymart,
and the Knight Foundation to facilitate the Arch Creek Drainage Basin pilot
project.139 This nearly three thousand acre low-lying basin has been
developed with residential, commercial, and institutional facilities, using
virtually no impervious surface for drainage when waters overflow Biscayne
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Bay.140 After an extensive study and bidding process, the County plans to
implement sea level rise resilience and mitigation measures in the Arch Creek
Basin. 141
While many of the adaptive measures discussed are solely controlled by
Miami-Dade or its institutional partners, there is also a need for partnerships
with individual landowners, particularly to steer development to high ground
and encourage greater preservation of natural areas.142 For example, efforts
to protect environmentally endangered lands are being implemented by
acquiring coastal barrier islands, mangrove forests, shallow bays, estuaries,
and wetlands to offset sea level rise impacts and protect fresh water supplies.
These efforts require buying land–or at least easements–from private
owners.143 Similarly, making building improvements to offset flooding or
storm surges require the property owner's approval (and often financial
investment). These private partnerships might be formed voluntarily, arising
from self-interest, or out of concern for the best interests of the community.
However, achieving compliance by private actors will often require some
level of government regulation or eminent domain to acquire necessary lands.
For example, building codes are necessary to establish minimum elevations
for new structures in flood prone areas, mandate flood-proofing construction
techniques, or increase setbacks from water bodies.144 Other private adaptive
measures might be achieved through government incentives, such as tax
breaks, expedited permitting, and allowing taller buildings.145
As a practical complement to its adaptive measures, Miami-Dade also
resolved to provide capital funding for infrastructure improvements. The
County has recognized that it is not financially or practically feasible to
eliminate risk completely, but directs funding toward efforts to balance
acceptable risk against cost of mitigation.146 Categorizing potential climatebased risks as “Acceptable,” “Tolerable,” and “Unacceptable,” initial capital
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expenditures have been directed to urgent vulnerabilities. 147 As noted by Jim
Murley, the Chief Resilience Officer for Miami-Dade, a chief concern is
protecting key government facilities.148 Longer-term capital will be
employed for less critical anticipated infrastructure threats. Pursuant to its
Local Mitigation Strategy, the County has already spent $37 million on more
than a dozen infrastructure projects and has more than twenty other projects
planned at an anticipated cost of $35 million.149 These investments are
expected to save four dollars for every one dollar spent.150 While these
completed and near-term financial investments are significant, the Local
Mitigation Strategy has identified more than one thousand known flood risk
mitigation projects that still must be funded.151
In addition to facing climate-based physical and economic threats,
Miami-Dade is also attempting to limit the adverse effects of “climate
gentrification.” Such gentrification occurs when wealthy climate migrants
drive the indigenous residents of climate-resilient high ground communities
out of their neighborhoods due to real estate demand and associated increased
rents.152 While climate gentrification may occur on the international, national,
or state-level, it is also occurring at the local level in places like MiamiDade.153 Higher elevation, drier, and inland properties that are less vulnerable
to flood and hurricane impacts, like Miami’s Little Haiti (thirteen to thirtytwo feet above sea level), are becoming attractive property investments.154
Similarly, lands that are shaded by large mature trees and situated in areas
with abundant cooling winds are increasingly sought after as extremely hot
days become more frequent.155
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While moving populations inland to high-ground is wise in terms of
climate readiness, the economic pressure of rising land values and rising rents
can force out less-affluent indigenous communities.156 At the same time,
increases in adverse weather events lead to property maintenance and
insurance costs that lower-income households cannot afford.157
Unfortunately, Miami-Dade is already one of the nation’s least-affordable
housing markets and faces severe income inequality.158 Indigenous residents
of climate-gentrifying communities face significant financial hurdles to
locate new housing.159 While private housing sales and rents tend to be within
the control of private parties, the County has attempted to ensure affordable
housing is available for climate refugees. For example, the County recently
required redevelopment interests in Little Haiti to fund $31 million to build
affordable housing in another area of Little Haiti.160
Miami-Dade balances many economic, environmental, and societal
factors while addressing climate change, such as by blending existing
regulations for preservation of trees and ecological systems with targeted
resilience measures. Recognizing that climate change weather impacts are
inevitable and funding resilience projects is necessary to combat them,
adaptation is the primary element of Miami-Dade’s efforts.
C. Case Study: San Francisco, California
San Francisco is a consolidated city and county on America’s west coast,
adjoining the Pacific Ocean to the west and San Francisco Bay to the north
and east. It is home to almost 900,000 residents and is expected to grow to
include more than a million residents by 2040.161 It faces climate-based
challenges from sea-level rise and resultant storm surges and flooding, as well
as more frequent heat waves, and impacts from California wildfires. 162 It was
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the first American city to develop a climate action plan.163 San Francisco’s
efforts to develop resilience include preparation for climate-change weather
events and earthquakes.164
San Francisco has assigned the responsibility of building resilience to
several city agencies, including the Department of Environment, Planning
Department, Public Works Department, Office of Resiliency and Recovery,
and the Mayor’s Office.165 The City also participates in several interagency
groups working on resilience measures, such as the Sea Level Rise
Coordinating Community (SLRCC), which is composed of representatives
from the local utility, transportation authority, international airport, and port
authority.166 These agencies seek to limit the city’s contribution to climate
change and strategize how and where to deploy local climate mitigation
tools.167 In addition to professional partnerships, San Francisco has created
several citizen advisory groups to recommend actions for community
improvements in their respective fields of study.168
The oldest tidal gauge in the Western Hemisphere, the Presidio Tide
Gauge, has recorded sea levels near the San Francisco coast since 1854.169
During the last century, the Presidio Tide Gauge reflected steady but limited
annual tidal increases of approximately 0.1 inches per year. 170 However,
these tidal increases have more than doubled between 2000 and 2020 to an
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average of over 0.2 inches per year–and rising.171 San Francisco anticipates
that rising sea levels will increase water levels in the San Francisco Bay by
nearly seven feet by 2099, which will result in temporary or permanent
flooding of approximately four square miles of businesses, homes, and vital
infrastructure, including the Port of San Francisco.172
These rising sea levels are expected to increase tides and storm surges by
up to five feet by 2050 and nine feet by 2100, posing an even greater threat
to infrastructure.173 Of more imminent concern is the strength of “king tides,”
which occur annually when the gravitational pull of the sun and moon are
aligned and result in extraordinarily high tidal influxes.174 The city also faces
more frequent storms and heavier precipitation, particularly during El Niño
winter weather events.175 In addition, climate change is expected to increase
the amount of precipitation during storms, resulting in flooding from
underground creeks, drainage basins, and stormwater facilities.176
In response to these threats, the City undertook a comprehensive analysis
of sea-level threats and in 2020 released its Sea Level Rise, Vulnerability and
Consequences Assessment, addressing local vulnerabilities facing
transportation, water supply, wastewater capacity, electricity systems, public
safety, parks, marinas, port facilities, shorelines, neighborhoods, and
businesses. 177 The assessment evaluated risks at stepped thresholds of
anticipated water rise, from an additional one to nine feet, and included
consideration of ancillary flooding in the city’s eight watersheds. 178 The
effect of each incremental increase in sea level was assessed with regard to
its direct adverse impact on residences, businesses, jobs, streets, and parks.179
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As noted below, the City is also taking steps to mitigate the health impacts of
increased flooding, including injury and waterborne illnesses. 180
The City also studied the exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity of
significant infrastructure.181 Exposure evaluations were based on the
likelihood of temporary or permanent flooding or other climate impacts, at
various magnitudes and durations, at the evaluated facilities.182 The study
further evaluated the sensitivity to climate threats of facilities that are likely
to be exposed to climate events (for example, whether a flood wall would be
damaged by a storm surge and how long it would take the facility to resume
operations).183 If the facility was found to be both exposed and sensitive to
climate events, the additional study considered the ability of the facility to
adapt to such events, as well as strategies or improvements that could be
implemented to render the facility more adaptable. 184 In sum, the
assessments evaluated the anticipated useful life of the facility vis-a-vis
anticipated climate threats.185
Based on these quantitative assessments, the City has taken steps to
design new structures and retrofit existing buildings and infrastructure to
mitigate anticipated sea-level rise effects. In 2018, residents voted to approve
a bond to reconstruct a significant portion of the surrounding sea wall.186
Private development projects are also subject to greater requirements for
climate resiliency. For example, a large redevelopment project in former
military and an industrial area along the southern shoreline of the city, known
as the Mission Rock Development, has incorporated elevated building pads
to limit flooding impacts within the habitable areas of homes and businesses,
as well as large, strategically located open spaces to capture and drain
stormwater.187 However, even these measures may not be enough to
completely mitigate sea-level rise if climatic change occurs at faster or
greater amounts than anticipated.188
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City zoning and construction codes also require climate mitigation efforts
in private developments and redevelopments. This includes requirements to
plant twenty-four-inch box trees along every twenty feet of street frontage
development; that new roofs include 15% solar panels or 30% living
vegetation; that at least 50% of new front yards remain permeable; and to
install and maintain natural stormwater management systems by
incorporating green infrastructure.189
In partnership with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Sunshot Initiative
and the Solar Market Pathways Program, San Francisco is developing an
emergency power system reliant on solar power generation and on-site solar
power storage facilities.190 This back-up electricity can be used in an
emergency to provide critical facilities, such as city buildings, with
operational power.191
More frequent extreme heat days and heat waves are also a major concern
for a city that was built in anticipation of temperate, not hot, weather. In a
recent publication by the city’s Department of Public Health, temperature
increases were deemed the greatest climate-based health risk facing San
Francisco neighborhoods.192 The assessment found that annual temperatures
in the City were expected to increase approximately 4-6OF by 2100.193
Similarly, the study noted that San Francisco was likely to experience up to
thirty-five more days per year of dangerous heat by 2050 and up to ninety
more days of dangerous heat by 2100.194 More frequent and lengthier heat
waves are also expected during the same study period.195
Increased heat is particularly difficult to mitigate because the city has
been developed with buildings and infrastructure designed for its historically
cool climate.196 Unmitigated increased heat can cause more incidences of
heat stroke, dehydration, heart disease, diabetes, and renal disease, as well as
increased air pollution leading to respiratory illness, asthma, and allergies.197
Increased heat has also been linked to increased behavioral problems.198
189
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To address health impacts posed by climate change, such as increased
heat waves, impacts of flooding, and smoke from wildfires, the Department
of Public Health created its Climate and Health Program to engage in research
and community outreach and education. The work of this program has
determined that communities in lower socioeconomic brackets are most
vulnerable to climate change impacts, as residents and businesses are less
able to obtain air conditioning and install flood mitigation, and face a greater
risk of job loss due to weather events.199 Beyond socioeconomic factors,
demographics such as age, race, and pre-existing health conditions were also
found to increase vulnerabilities.200 Not surprisingly, geography also
increases vulnerability, especially in flood-prone communities, areas
susceptible to the urban heat effect (in which extensive concrete and limited
tree shade raise temperatures above surrounding areas), and communities
lacking sufficient emergency infrastructure.201 To mitigate the potential
health effects of climate change in vulnerable areas, the program
recommended a variety of approaches, such as providing virtual medical
resources, extending the reach of weather-related warnings, giving financial
assistance toward installation of home insulation and/or air conditioning and
air filtration systems, and funding green space initiatives. 202
The City has also taken steps to ensure residents can access cooling
centers during heat waves. All public facilities have functional air
conditioning, and some are designated as “cooling centers” where residents
can take respite during extreme heat events.203 The City has also modified its
electric grid to include microgrids in areas that experience high power
demand during heat events to limit black- or brown-outs so that air
conditioning units remain functional.204
San Francisco faces a variety of threats due to climate change, including
rising sea levels and storm surges, rising heat levels, and impacts of
wildfires.205 The City has undertaken studies to determine the best methods
to protect vulnerable infrastructure and communities to keep its population
199
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safe. Its efforts have taken various forms, including new development
requirements for coastal development, capital funding to increase
adaptability of climate-exposed facilities and infrastructure, and assistance
programs to enhance resiliency within vulnerable populations.
CONCLUSION
Current events demonstrate that climate change fuels extraordinarily
destructive weather events throughout the United States. In 2020, repeated
hurricanes disabled cities along the Gulf coast; wildfires raging throughout
the western states endangered human health and property in cities throughout
California, Oregon, and Washington; prolonged heat waves endangered
residents throughout the southeast; and rising sea levels flooded cities located
along seacoasts and riverbanks.206 It may be beyond the ability of urban
governments to halt climate change or prevent this ever-increasing pandemic
of extreme weather. Yet, as this article has demonstrated, cities can do many
things to anticipate, prepare for, and mitigate the effects of weather extremes.
In doing so, cities also develop community resiliency and the ability to
recover quickly from weather disasters.
The first step for urban policymakers developing location-appropriate
climate resilience is to study and assess the most likely climate risks and
vulnerabilities facing their communities, with a recognition that such events
are likely to increase in frequency and impact as global climate change
accelerates. 207 Policymakers should study the complex interrelations between
the specific climate threats facing their communities and the unique
characteristics and needs of their communities, such as the location and
quality of critical infrastructure, the location and resources of vulnerable
populations, at-risk geographic areas and facilities, strengths and weaknesses
in available emergency response, and the health, strength, and extent of
natural buffers.208
Such studies require a high level of expertise in several fields, including
emergency management, ecosystem management, hydrology, planning, and
206
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engineering. Many urban communities, particularly smaller cities and towns,
do not have staff with all types of expertise. However, there are many
institutes and universities with the necessary expertise and willingness to
partner with cities. For example, interactive 3D GIS sea-level rise modeling
for Miami-Dade County was developed through a partnership between the
NOAA Office for Coastal Management and the South Florida Water
Management District.209 The partnership provided Miami-Dade with the
necessary expertise and technology to create cutting-edge sea-level modeling
from which it could plan policy and infrastructure improvements and educate
the city’s populace as to why such measures were necessary. Similarly, New
York partnered with NOAA to study ongoing and increasing climate risks
facing urban communities in the northeast.210
Once extreme weather threats and impacts have been carefully studied,
urban governments should develop and implement plans to prepare for and
mitigate these impacts at the regional, neighborhood, and site-based levels.
This planning stage includes many considerations such as infrastructure
improvements, ecosystem enhancements, building retrofits, emergency
energy supply, capital financing, and regulatory needs for planning and
construction activities. Proper planning is the crux of extreme weather
planning but can be daunting. While much of this planning activity must be
conducted by city policymakers (who best know the community’s needs and
assets), there are also partnerships available to assist cities with planning
resilience projects. For example, Miami-Dade partnered with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to implement the Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands
residency project.211 Similarly, New York partnered with the Corps to install
natural and manmade flood mitigation facilities along its coastline. 212 San
Francisco partnered with the U.S. Department of Energy to develop solarbased emergency power systems to keep electricity running after an
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emergency.213 Many of these partnerships can also be supplemented by grants
from federal agencies and public interest groups. Local governments seeking
to develop resiliency measures should communicate with potential partners
and explore grant opportunities that would provide financial and technical
assistance to completing complex and expensive resiliency projects.
A vital and ongoing part of the planning process is the need to raise capital
to fund climate-change readiness expenditures. Individual improvements,
particularly land acquisition and infrastructure improvements, often require
millions of dollars in investment. For most cities, multiple projects and
expenditures are needed to create holistic weather resiliency. New York
anticipates it will need $20 billion in capital expenditures to develop widescale weather resiliency measures. 214 It has already allocated more than $500
million for flood mitigation improvements along the Lower Manhattan
shoreline alone.215 Similar costs are anticipated in Miami-Dade, where a
recent report by the bipartisan Southeast Florida Regional Compact estimates
that metro communities in southeast Florida will need to spend more than $18
billion to implement community-wide adaptation measures.216 In San
Francisco, the Embarcadero Seawall Program, a high-priority infrastructure
project to limit flooding and earthquake impacts along the shoreline, is
projected to cost $5 billion.217 While the expense of resiliency projects may
be daunting to policymakers, the financial and social damages wreaked upon
an unprepared community by extreme weather can be far greater.218
Funding for resiliency measures can be generated by dedicated sources
such as taxes, bonds, or impact fees. Taxes are a reliable source of dedicated
funding and can be tailored to link the taxed item to resiliency projects. For
example, taxes on carbon emitting sources, comparable to a tax on gasoline,
can be dedicated toward capital funding of infrastructure to mitigate sea-level
213
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rise. Impact fees can also be an effective and tailored method to link capital
fundraising to development projects that pose additional burdens upon
facilities and infrastructure.219 For example, impact fees could be imposed
upon new development projects within flood zones to fund evacuation route
improvements. And various grants are available to local governments as they
develop resiliency measures, such as those from the Rockefeller Foundation,
the World Bank, and the federal government.220
The unique threats, needs, and funding availability of a particular city will
guide the resiliency efforts within that community, though certain capital
improvements are universally necessary to face specific climate threats. The
expansion and improvement of emergency shelters should be a priority in
every jurisdiction seeking to develop community resiliency. These facilities
should be evaluated for sufficient levels of safety and comfort, including
assurance of sufficient electricity, water, bedding, food preparation facilities,
sanitation facilities, medical facilities, and even pet needs. As weather events
grow in frequency and strength, emergency shelters must be able to
accommodate larger populations for longer periods of time.
Similarly, municipalities must improve evacuation routes in the face of
extreme weather by assuring evacuation procedures can be conducted safely
and efficiently. Where financially feasible, significant transportation
infrastructure improvements, such as elevating evacuation roadways above
expected floodwaters, may be necessary to ensure safe evacuations.
However, even where finances are constrained, low-cost transportation
improvements can be made to improve evacuations, such as reorienting
streets from two-direction traffic flow to one-way during emergencies,
waiving tolls during emergencies, and utilizing emergency directional
signage.
219
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As funding allows, urban communities should also upgrade their power
facilities. Communities should construct and/or retrofit transmission lines
and other power infrastructure to be climate-resilient, such as by burying
power lines underground so that floods or storm winds do not destroy
connectivity. Critical facilities, such as emergency shelters, hospitals, and
government facilities, should connect to on-site solar generators, such as is
done in New York, to ensure that power remains fully functional. And, where
possible, other buildings should be retrofitted with on-site and gridindependent solar facilities to ensure continued electricity even when the
electric grid is disrupted.
Flood mitigation infrastructure should be installed in communities facing
threats of hurricanes, storm surges, or flooding. Sea walls and natural berms
have been demonstrated as successful tools to prevent floods and storm
surges, or where full prevention is not feasible, mitigate impacts. 221
As also seen in New York and Miami-Dade, resilience planning must
include conserving large natural areas, particularly along coast lines and
wetlands. Natural ecosystems operate as pervious natural buffers that can
absorb flood waters and destructive winds during hurricanes.222 Green
preserves also offset the effect of urban heat islands by providing shade and
reducing the extent of heat-reflective concrete.223 As an ancillary benefit,
nature preserves add natural beauty to the urban community, provide
opportunities for recreation and tourism, and enhance the value of nearby
properties.224 Cities that are too highly developed to preserve large nature
preserves should instead focus on developing smaller “pocket” parks
throughout flood-sensitive areas that can serve as natural water retention
facilities for floodwaters.225 In addition, cities should launch campaigns to
221
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plant trees and encourage the development of green roofs to further offset
rising heat levels.
The foregoing recommendations have focused on government-funded
weather mitigation efforts. However, private investment is also necessary to
shoulder some of the burden of developing weather resiliency.226 When
property within urban areas is privately-owned, the inclusion of private
property owners is typically necessary to implement improvements and
conservation strategies on their land. Furthermore, resiliency measures are
costly. While governments may be able to obtain funding for communitywide or neighborhood-scale resiliency measures, private property owners
will often need to fund site-specific improvements. Urban governments
should encourage and–where necessary–mandate that private property
owners take climate resiliency measures. Examples include retrofitting
existing buildings with wet or dry flood proofing; elevating buildings and
associated infrastructure in flood prone areas; using weather-resilient
building materials such as high-wind load roof shingles; installing built-in
generators (preferably solar powered to offset potential fuel shortages); and
enhancing on-site wastewater storage facilities. In addition to encouraging or
mandating such building improvements, policymakers should limit or
prohibit new development in low-lying coastal areas or other areas that are
expected to experience regular flooding caused by rising sea levels. 227 New
development in flood-prone areas should incorporate water sensitive urban
design.228
Policymakers should determine which resiliency measures to incentivize
and which to mandate. One tool San Francisco uses is mandating appropriate
weather mitigation for new development, such as the Mission Rock project
or redevelopment projects.229 This strategy, sometimes known as “pay to
play,” places the impetus on private developers who wish to reap the benefits
from government-issued development approvals to, in turn, agree to
exactions upon that development that develops climate resiliency. That
approach can be used to require conservation reserves, resilient building
materials, installation of sea walls, and the like.
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New York City, on the other hand, has sought private support for
resiliency measures through a different approach: providing financial
assistance to private property owners who voluntarily undertake climate
resiliency initiatives.230 Financial assistance can be particularly effective in
smaller-scale projects such as installing air conditioning units, rooftop solar
panels, wind-load resistant roofs, and emergency generators.231
Voluntary site-by-site improvements on private property may not be
sufficient to develop holistic climate readiness. Thus, cities must consider
enacting legislation to prepare for extreme weather events. Such legislation
may take a variety of forms, depending on community needs. For example,
cities prone to heat waves and wildfires should consider legislation to prevent
use of recreational incendiary activities, such as using fire pits and fireworks,
during dry seasons. Cities prone to hurricanes and flooding should mandate
wind and water-resistant building materials and construction techniques, such
as wind-rated roofing shingles, concrete walls, and stilt construction. Urban
planners should also enact zoning restrictions to limit construction or
expansion of structures in areas vulnerable to weather events.232
Governments may consider directing residents away from high-risk areas
through mandatory disclosure of weather dangers during the sales process or
potential government buy-outs.
To gain support for regulatory efforts, cities should engage in public
education campaigns. Cities could follow the lead of Miami-Dade in
developing and publishing interactive models which demonstrate pending
threats.233 These models are effective at building public support for funding
and regulating climate resiliency. Cities that faced recent weather
emergencies, like New York after Hurricane Sandy, can heighten public
support for resiliency measures immediately following destructive weather
events to enact regulatory and funding measures.
Reaching beyond community boundaries, cities should also consider
interlocal aid agreements, particularly with cities located close enough to
230
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respond to a call for aid within 24 hours of a weather event but far enough
away to not be hampered by the same weather event. Interlocal agreements
may be tailored to provide immediate aid in a specific weather event, such as
shared law enforcement and other emergency response after a hurricane.
Such agreements may also address longer-term needs, such as shared
resources to restore vital infrastructure or provide human necessities in the
weeks following a climate event. By having such interlocal aid agreements
in place, emergency support can be rallied before, during, and immediately
after a weather event, minimizing the time it takes for citizens to regain
power, transportation, and medical services.
Urban communities facing climate threats must engage in careful study,
physical and financial planning, infrastructure improvements, enacting
regulations, and developing intergovernmental cooperation to maximize
community resiliency. As noted by Jim Murley, Chief Resilience Officer of
Miami-Dade, one of the main hurdles blocking cities from pursuing climate
mitigation strategies is hesitancy to recognize that climate change impacts
will become more frequent and devastating over the next several decades. 234
Yet, to properly meet and mitigate such climate change, urban policymakers
must face these challenges today. Cities like New York, Miami, and San
Francisco have already planned for and implemented extensive climate
resilience measures to keep their people and places safe in the face of climate
change. Other urban communities can model the tools and strategies used by
these cities as guidance for their own climate resilience planning.
***
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